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Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever. Life never stops teaching and nowhere is 

this more apparent than in the African bush; wildlife is always in a deep state of curiosity. A daily adventure of trail, 

discovery, success and failure with each part playing an equally important role…

We see learning in whichever direction we look; from a leopard cub practicing how to a kill its first prey, to the 

incredible education space provided by the guides. It is a daily part of our lives. Even the simplest of wildlife sightings 

carry a lesson, and mere observation of animal behaviour can give us deeper insights into ourselves. 

This month here at Mabula there were great highlights on the learning front; Number of guides learnt that just sitting 

patiently can be just as rewarding as driving around or tracking for animals. So look around you, in your daily life. 

What lesson can you find?
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A dry and windy month ended with 31 mm of rain, bringing joy to everyone. Water levels across the reserve have 

dropped to very low levels, so the soft, soaking rain is exactly what we have all been hoping for, although not 

enough. This change in weather will bring the bush a fresh feel, with wonderful smells of petrichor (that great smell 

of wet soil after the first rains) and flushes of green as trees start to regrow their leaves.

This the first time since 2006 to see Main dam dry out, it is a clear sign that Mabula need rain urgently. One could 

see fishes on the remaining muddy from main dam.

It is good to see that we have dedicated guides at Mabula, who took their spare time to catch all fish and relocate 

them to Ngulubi dam. Thanks to Solly, Thabang, Cyrano, Liam, Marguerite and MK for a wonderful work you guys 

have done. Well done guides.

Windy conditions provide excellent hunting opportunities for predators as the wind masks the sound of their 

footsteps and blows away their scent. The mother cheetah and her four youngsters have been actively hunting on 

the reserve providing exciting moments for our guests.

HERE IS A QUESTION THAT ALWAYS COMES INTO MY MIND MORE OFTEN. WHY ARE WE ATTRACTED TO THE 

YOUNG AND CUTE?

Cute. What does it mean and why are we attracted to the small and young of the animals we know? There’s a good 

chance one is going to rather want to find and view four cheetah cubs opposed to four adult cheetahs. But why is 

this the case?
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It’s believed to be related to the word beauty. Beauty is the adjective given to the things which please our eyes, 

which bring about elevated levels of dopamine (the hormone of happiness) and thus soothe us, yet beauty can be 

found in most things and stem from the eye of the beholder. Cute things are sometimes beautiful and sometimes 

admirable. Sometimes cuteness is induced through what one has been told and sometimes it’s the thing you truly 

feel. Our psyche is a biased one; biased by the definitions given to us by our older generations and the information 

we get told or see on a daily basis.

BUT HOW DOES OUR BRAIN DECIDE IF SOMETHING IS CUTE OR NOT?

We can only feel. It is an emotion. We cannot define feelings in words, yet we try. So, there are words made to 

describe some particular feeling or emotion. And there is this feed in our mind which actually categorise cuteness. 

Your level of feeling may differ but once you hear the word “cute”, you will understand what others want to convey.

Cuteness may help to facilitate well-being and complex social relationships by activating brain networks associated 

with emotion and pleasure, triggering empathy and compassion. When we encounter something cute, it ignites fast 

brain activity in regions such as the orbitofrontal cortex or frontal lobe, which are linked to emotion and pleasure.

So what makes something cute or cuter than others?
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Cute things are usually small: While this is not a general rule, the small size of an animal makes it seem more 

helpless and therefore cuter.

They seem clumsy and energized: Young animals haven’t perfected the traits of adults and often stumble as they 

learn and master their own skills. They have sporadic bursts of energy as they play and learn.
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They resemble infants: Cute things usually resemble babies indirectly by having small faces, large eyes, small noses 

and round facial features.

They are usually harmless and helpless:  This is why we feel safe when we see them and this is also why we might 

empathize with them.

So will we always marvel at the young and cute? Well, yes because they will always ignite feelings of emotion and 

pleasure but ultimately those that are young and cute will grow into the iconic animals we view today, which serve 

a vital purpose and what make this interconnected environment what it is. If successful, these animals will birth new 

generations of the young and cute.

Guides were very lucky this month to get this aardvark 

busy fouraging during the day on mannekamp plain. 

Consider yourself very lucky to see them like this during 

the day, since they are nocturnal. I guess the weather 

was good for him to enjoy a short walk during the day.

Ubiquity in a bird species is often an excuse to overlook 

them, no matter how weird or wonderful they may 

initially appear. See them a few times and they don’t 

quite grab your attention anymore.
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WHY ARE HORNBILLS SO COOL?

The yellow-billed hornbill is one such bird, and the fact that over 50 of them may be encountered during any one 

game drive here at Mabula can lead to them being disregarded as a talking point. Yet there is far more to these front-

heavy birds than meets the eye. 

Their peculiar hole-nesting behaviour is a regular conversation starter, but we’ll skip that today and focus on the 

most striking part of their anatomy; the bill.

It’s pretty clear where hornbills get their name from. Their heavy beaks are an immediate eye-catcher, and 

interestingly enough the hornbills are the only family in which the first and second neck vertebrae are fused; 

probably in order to provide more support for the bill.

As curious as the bill structure is, it’s what goes on inside it that is truly fascinating. It has been found that hornbills 

use their bills as one of their primary thermoregulatory mechanisms.

Birds don’t sweat like we do. Their main ways of cooling down are gular fluttering (the bird version of panting) and 

vasodilation (the opening of blood vessels close to the surface of their skin to dispel heat, particularly in the beak). 

Although most birds show some degree of vasodilation and constriction in their beaks, birds with unusually large 

beaks tend to make far better use of this technique.

Halloween is celebrated by most of the world in the form of scary costumes, Jack-o’-lanterns, trick-or-treating and, 

if you’re brave enough, watching horror films. However out in the bush Halloween is just another day where survival 

instincts are relied on by prey, and precision, coordination and senses are heightened in predators.
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As popular as the Big 5 are for safari-goers, what would be more appropriate for Halloween would be the Ugly 

Five. Although we can argue that beauty is in the eye of the beholder and that the word ‘ugly’ could be replaced 

with something less harsh, there is no doubt that these animals are some of the most peculiar looking creatures. 

If there were ever to be a safari-themed horror film, these animals would probably make the cast without much of 

an audition. Despite often being maligned for their physical appearance, it is not a case of unlucky genetics that 

made them look the way they are. Quite the opposite in fact. All these species have evolved to be the most effective 

versions of them through natural design.

WITHOUT FURTHER ADO, HERE ARE SOME ANIMALS WITH THESE SO-CALLED ‘UGLY’ TRAITS THAT YOU CAN 

FIND HERE AT MABULA:

WARTHOGS 

I’m not sure how these little guys made it onto the Ugly 5 as I find them very quaint and love seeing their aerial-like 

tails scuttling through the grass (giving rise to their nick-name ‘the satellites of the bush’). Nevertheless, their wire-like 

hair, bristles and facial warts combine into a package that one can often only imagine a mother could love.

Their facial ‘warts’ are actually made up of think skin and cartilage to form protective pads for fighting other 

warthogs. Their mane hairs are useful in making the animal appear bigger to predators when erected. Thick white 

whiskers found on the sides of the piglets’ faces are actually a clever form of mimicry, appearing like adult tusks to 

predators. Their eyes are set high on their heads, assisting warthogs in keeping a lookout for predators even when 

feeding on short grass with their heads down. These animals are clearly suited for the environment they live in and 

you can’t deny that as piglets they may even be deemed as cute.

WILDEBEEST 

A bit like the story of Frankenstein’s monster, a wildebeest has been said to appear as though it has been assembled 

from a variety of animals. With bovine horns and a mane and tail like a horse, one could see how the wildebeest 

shares many of its features with a wide array of other animals.
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Wildebeest are perfectly designed to accommodate their migratory behaviour. Their shoulders are positioned high on their 
bodies creating a slanted back, allowing them to canter for long distances with minimal energy expenditure. The calves of 
wildebeest are the most developed antelope at birth (they can stand within a few minutes), also supposedly to fit into their 
migratory lifestyle. They also ensure the continuum of grasslands by trampling other plant species and in turn are assisting many 
other species. These animals are truly remarkable.

VULTURES 
Vultures make it onto this list due to their scavenging behaviour and their looming presence around kills. And they can’t exactly 
be described as beautiful. They are often portrayed as harbingers of death (which is relatively accurate but should not be seen as 
sinister) and are frequently seen in dead trees

For many people, the presence of a vulture is reminiscent to that of a crow. It signifies death or something that is about to die. 
Quite contrary to this, I believe it indicates life. “The circle of life” has become a clichéd saying in many fields, yet it is highly 
pertinent in ours; without the death of certain animals, new life would be impossible, and in many ways, vultures are the 
embodiment of that. We should treasure these astonishing birds. We should educate the world about how much nature needs 
them.

The Ugly 5 are some of the most fascinating to view at Mabula. Their seemingly bizarre physical features lend themselves to 
survival and are perfectly adapted to the environment they live in. Mabula simply wouldn’t be Mabula without these beautifully 
diverse creatures.

That is all for this month, I will see you again in November 
From Isaiah Banda and Mabula family 
Bushveld Greetings


